
Hello to you traveler Hell , in this topic you will find a description of what is Hell 
Dorado or HD . Warning: some historical dates slightly differ from real ones, this 
game being an uchrony. 
 
History 
 
1634 : 30 Years War : Europe is set ablazed , deemed to destruction and epidemics. 
Counter Reformation, launched by the Vatican, is also a convenient excuse for rival 
nations to weaken their neighbors. Papists and Huguenots compete on the continent 
, particularly in the German regions of the Germanic Holy Roman Empire . 
 
A horrendous massacre takes place in the city of Magdeburg perpetrated by the 
Catholic army under commqnd of Pappenheim and Tilly . 
 
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sac_de_Magdebourg 
 
Following this orgy of violence , a mysterious event occurs within the river flowing 
near the town , a sort of gateway leads to a strange and disturbing place . 
Pappenheim and Tilly intrigued , they send in the imperial army after some reports 
stated a serious resistance encountered by the first scouts from unidentified  " 
creatures ". " Very soon , the Protestants led by Swedish army arrive in Magdeburg 
and implement a siege, cutting the imperial army from its support. Faced with the 
challenge of this place , they discover to be anything other than Hades , Catholics 
sign peace with the Protestants and both old ennemies can be found in the 
Netherlands, joined by French and Spanish from other " portals " recently opened in 
La Rochelle and Seville. 
 
  
 
Shocked by this revelation , the Europeans create a baseline , the city of New 
Jerusalem, subjected to a precarious political balance located on the shore of the 
river Styx . 

 



 
 

 

 
 

Indeed, the Underworld contains many wonders and exploitable materials, trade 
routes between the portals faster than across Europe , free labor ( the damned sent 
to Hell) 
 
Westerners greed starts to exacerbate . 



 
But they are not alone ... 
 
the game 
 
HD is a skirmish game previously published by Asmodeus, taken by Cipher Studios, 
opposing factions from 7 to 12 minis on average. Each faction is led by an officer , 
surrounded by independent and troopers . Ecah game takes place in a scenario 
located in a particular infernal environment (which can be as deadly as the ennemy). 
The objective can be very different from time to time , recovery objectives, 
domination of the land, zone defense , murder, etc. ... the list is long. The figures 
have characteristics , skills and Orders (and / or Auras ) specific to each . The 
compositions are very different between faction and each faction has a personality 
and a gameplay that differentiates it from others. 
 
Added to this is a game within the game , the phase of terraforming , where players 
literally create the landscape in which they will operate , is a very strategical phase, 
knowing that Hells are particularly hostile ... 
 
Factions 
 

Westerners 
 

 
- Unlikely alliance of European nations of the time, their goal is simply to use more 
and more resources available in Hell. Equipped with strong armors and with a 
significant fire power (Harquebusiers, Grenadiers ...) they advance further every day 
through the circles of Hell. 

 



 
 
Demons 

 
Former masters of the Hell, they were surprised by the arrival of Westerners. Torn 
apart by constant struggles between thousand years old demons lords, they have 
not evaluated the danger they face. Only the recent and mysterious arrival of angels 
to lead them allowed them to regroup and launch an counter-attack. 



 



 



 
 
Losts 

Old damned, they have freed themselves from the yoke of demons and formed 
communities fighting for their freedom and land to live in peace. Particularly fierce, 
they are the Spartacus of these lands. 

 

 

The Saracens 



Following the experiences of the Old Man of the Mountain in the fortress of Alamut, a 
portal is created. Cleverly, Old Man, having understood the nature of his discovery, 
handled the Muslim forces dominating the Islam, for its own purposes, until he was 
unmasked. Now immortal, he plays open card on the table and provides his 
knowledge and assassins in the service of the mystical quest of the Muslim world: 
indeed, the Quran says that the gates of Heaven are at the center of Hell ... 

 

 
The Saracens are in Hell for 400 years and they had manoeuvred skillfully 
manipulated the inhabitants by iron, cunning and diplomacy to clear access routes to 
the inner circles. Sadly, the brutality of the Westerners awoke the wrath of the 
demons and now they find themselves forced to fight a battle they had long avoided. 



 

 
 

Mercenaries 
Conflicts always come with his Dogs of War, and it does no exception: It is rather 
their nature which is amazing: Western deserters, scary demons,  damned recruited 
by force, the list is long ... 

 



 

 
 

- The Immortals: 
Yangluowang disciples, Lord Demon converted to the philosophy of Tao, come 
directly from the land of the Emperor of China, because an old alliance between 
these two adversaries. Installed in the domain of the evil, no doubt they would 
remain neutral in this conflict ... 



 
 
HELL 



 
 

Disturbing landscapes offer to human eyes of the invaders ash wastes covered by 
the cry of lost souls, magmatic zones, cursed cemeteries, libraries, fire, gardens with 
nightmarish vegetation, frozen wastes endless ... explorers face threats beyond 
imagination. Clinging to their faith, greed or their curiosity, madness gradually seizes 
them ... 
 



 

 



 
 
 

Storyline  
 
Arrival of the Westerners in Hell in 1634 (2008), on 1635 (2009) the forces observe 
themselves for the second round. 
 
1634 saw various factions clash on land of Zaebas Demon Lord, protector of the 
territory of Sapience. 
 
Library of Wisdom were looted, causing the wrath of their self-appointed guardians of 
the Templars (who had accompanied the Old in its exploration), but they proved to be 
a new way posing a mortal threat to the demonic territories. 
 
This ongoing campaign remains visible on the site of Asmodeus game here: 
 
http://helldorado.fr/ 
 
and you can find the rules of the game for download, figurines factions and several 
new, but everything is in French. 
 
The game has stopped in late 2009 and end of 2010, Cipher Studio tookthe rights of 
this game. Translation of rules in english are on going (if not done yet) and a new 
extension will be released begin of 2014, following a succesfull kickstarter. 
Yet during the transition period, lot of communities kept the game alive and published 
large amount of new scenarii, hell… 


